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New HSS head announced

By Laura Krause

Bob Schulein
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Students participate in
bioengineering
symposium
On April 23 through 25 the Rocky
Mountain Bioengineering Symposium will be held at Colorado State
University. Students Grant Hoffman,
Ching-Hsung Chen, Mark Ladd, and
Chad Zarse will present papers. In
2006 the RMBS will be held at RoseHulman.

Chemistry grant for
Antartic study
Professor Penney Miller has been
awarded a grant by the National
Science Foundation to support undergraduate student participation
in Antarctic research. The portion
awarded to Rose-Hulman is $83,509.
Junior chemistry major, Jennifer
Guerard, will be spending next winter
quarter (the Antarctic Summer) at the
research station Ross Island. During
the summer she and other students
will be analyzing the samples collected. Another student, along with
Miller, will be spending time in Antarctica in the following year. The grant
is for a three-year period.

Faulkner concert free
and open to public
A musical interpretation of William
Faulkner’s classic novel “As I Lay Dying,” will be presented Monday, April
26, by the Nashville, TN-based group
Reckon Crew during a special concert
at 8 p.m. in Hatfield Hall. The music
will be performed on guitar, mandolin and harmonica.
No advanced tickets are needed for
the show. Seating will be on a firstcome, first-served basis.

Friday
Mostly Cloudy 67 Hi / 45 Lo
Saturday
Partly Cloudy 66 Hi / 55 Lo
Provided by www.weather.com
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Wednesday, the administrative council announced that
Professor Caroline Carvill will
become the next Humanities
and Social Sciences Department Head on July 1. Current Department Head Heinz
Luegenbiehl announced his
plan to step down from the
position in February.
“I just decided somebody
else might have new ideas to
help the department move
ahead in a positive direction,”
Luegenbiehl said. He added
that he looks forward to being
able to teach full time, something he has not done since
becoming Department Head
in 1998.
Carvill, who came to Rose
in 1989, spent last year as the
Interim Department Head
while Luegenbiehl was on
sabbatical in Japan. “I really
enjoyed that challenge,” said
Carvill. “So when this opportunity came up to do it
on a more permanent basis, I
decided to go for it.”

Rose-Hulman

Professor Heinz Luegenbiehl, the current head of
the Humanities and Social
Sciences Department, is
stepping down after this
year.
The department placed an
ad in the national “Chronicle
of Higher Education” magazine looking for Department
Head applicants. According
to Luegenbiehl, over thirty responses came in from around
the world, but internal candidates seemed the most
qualified. The Humanities
department recommended
Carvill for the position to

Dean of Faculty Art Western
on Monday.
“Speaking for the whole department, we think [Carvill]
will do a terrific job,” said Luegenbiehl. “Her past record
at Rose shows her to be an
outstanding teacher. She is
well-appreciated for work on
a large number of tasks.”
As department head, Carvill will be responsible for
overseeing the department
budget, curriculum revisions,
and communicating with
other Institute departments.
Because of her new responsibilities, Carvill will only be
able to teach one class per
quarter, down from her usual
three. A humanities professor
will be hired next year to fill in
for these classes.
Carvill said her leadership
style is very similar to that of
Luegenbiehl’s. “The HSS department is very democratic,”
she said. “We work in a collaborative fashion. I’m really
looking forward to working
with the HSS faculty.”
Carvill is interested in expanding the department’s

Rose-Hulman

Caroline Carvill, professor
of 20th century American
literature, modern southern
fiction, and composition,
will take the position of Department Head on July 1.
interaction with the student
body by organizing activities
outside of the curriculum.
This includes issues forums,
the Book Club, and another
trip to the opera.
“I’d like to encourage students with ideas for issues
forums or events to please
let us know,” she said. “We’re
always lookng for things to
add.”

FE exam offered free of charge
professional engineers. After
passing the FE exam, one
becomes classified as an “EnAt this year’s Fundamentals gineering Intern.” After gainof Engineering (FE) Exam, 249 ing work experience under
of the 300 eligible students the supervision of a licensed
sat for the exam. The exam engineer, the Engineering
is offered in October and Intern takes a Principles and
April each year, and normally Practice of Engineering, or
would cost $50, but last week- PE, exam. After passing this
end the exam was free for test, the engineer is licensed
as a P.E., or professional enRose-Hulman students.
In 1998, Shelton Hannig gineer.
In 1998, the registration fee
created an endowed fund to
for Rose-Hulcover the
“Start studying
FE
exam
man students
registra$20. This
early. I waited to was
tion
fees
year the registhe last minute,
for Rosetration fee was
Hulman
If students
and it wasn’t fun.” $50.
students in
sit for both the
an attempt
morning and
to increase
afternoon sesthe num- --Jackie Sanders
sions, they are
ber
of
refunded their
students
registration
that take
fee when they
it.
Hannig, from Sedona, leave the afternoon session.
Arizona, is a Trustee Emeritus This year the Alumni Affairs
who received an Honorary office provided lunch for
Degree in 1991. A scholar- students during the break
ship award in his name between sections. “The food
is also awarded to senior at lunch was wonderful,” said
civil engineering students. mechanical engineering maEngineering students take jor Geni Apke.
the FE exam as a step on their
One senior civil engineer,
way to becoming licensed Jackie Sanders, had this to say
Laura Krause
Assistant News Editor

about the eight hour test: “It learned during sophomore
was very long, it sucks. My curriculum but have forgotadvice for underclassmen ten since,” said Jed Marshall,
is to start studying early. I an Electrical Engineering
waited until the last minute, major.
The current version of
and it wasn’t fun.” She also
commented, “Civils have to the FE exam has a 4-hour
pass it more than anyone general session in the mornelse, it’s important to get ing and is common to all
your PE to be able to sign off examinees. In the 4-hour
afternoon session, there is
on plans.”
Some advice from Gary a choice between two exam
Lane, mechanical engineer- formats: a general exam and
ing major, “I thought the a discipline-specific exam.
FE was chal“If you did fairly
lenging,
but
subjects
that I was well
well in most of your ic nh ecml ui cda le,
prepared
for
it.
I would
classes, most of it civil, electell the underenviwill come back to trical,
classmen
to
ronmental,
definitely take
industrial,
you.”
the
general
and
mesection in the
chanical.
afternoon, and --Geni Apke
All
engito loosen up
neering
and lunch with
students
a beer or two.”
are eligible for the exam: civil,
Geni Apke also advises chemical, electrical, mechanstudents, “If you did fairly ical, and computer engineerwell in most of your classes, ing majors. This year, one
most of it will come back to optical engineering student
you…I would encourage the took the exam. The biomedidifferent majors to take their cal and software engineering
own area on the second half.” bachelor’s programs have not
When studying for the test, yet produced any senior stu“concentrate the things you dents to take the test.
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Classifieds
Sharp Flats on Sixth Street
Now renting for 2004-2005
School year. Located on or
near South Sixth Street. Studios and 1-9 bedroom units.
Call Sharp Flats, LLC 877-1146

For MAY, SUMMER, and
FALL

Studios and 1-5 Bedroom
Apartment and Houses. Our
apartments are clean and
well-maintained. We specialize in affordable housing
for responsible students.
Tutor - Math
Call Frazer Properties 232Tutor needed for high school
4486. Out tenants are our
student in math. Can come
best reference.
to campus, or go to home.
Please call 877-0147 for more
3 Bedroom House
information.
Nice 3 bedroom house. 10
Custom Embroidery
minutes from campus. Must
FRATERNITITES, SORORI- see to appreciate. $500 plus
TIES, CLUBS, ORGANIZA- utilities. Call 234-5680.
TIONS! Consider embroidered shirts, bags, jackets, or Exec Home in Woodridge
shorts to mark this year’s big Executive Home in Woevents. Custom digitizing, odridge: 3+ bedrooms, 3+
affordable prices. Small and baths, huge screened porch,
single orders welcome. Call modern appliances. $1,325/
478-1334 for information.
month. 679 Woodbine Dr.
Call 240-9924.
Now Renting
Now renting student rental
houses for the 04/05 school
year. 3-6 bedrooms, central
air, fridge, range, dishwasher,
washer and dryer. Clean and
well maintained. 9-12 month
leases. Convenient to campus.
In good areas. 478-9286.

For Rent
Two 3-bedroom apartments.
WAsher/dryer hookup. First
apt. is %575/month plus security deposit. Second apt.
is $595/month plus security
deposit. All utilities are paid.
Located at Seelyville, IN. Call
812-665-3468, ask for Mary.

OPEN FRI,
SAT & SUN
AT 11AM

Sharp Flats East
New owners and renovations. Renting for 2004-2005
school year. Efficiencies $300
includes utilities.
Studios
$350 includes utilities. 1 Bed
$400 + electric only. (These
prices apply to most units)
Off-street parking, Wireless
internet, some furnished,
great maintenance, close to
campus, and more! Sharp
Flats, LLC 877-1146.

Tired of Pizza?
Buy one whole sub
at regular price,

get a 2nd sub
FREE
Call today and
get four FREE
meatballs with
any bucket
spaghetti order

Tutor - Math, Reading

3 bedroom house. Large bedrooms, 2 baths, C/A. $675 plus
utilities. Call 234-5680.

Tutor: Reading, Math
Tutor needed for 3rd grade
student. Help needed in a
variety of subject, particularly writing, reading, math.
Location and pay negotiable.
Call 765-832-8284.

1 Bedroom Apartment
Large 1 bedroom apartment. All new appliances.
All utilities paid. $395. Call
234-5680.

1 Bedroom Apartment
Spacious 1 bedroom apartment.
Nicely remodeled.
Could comfortably accommodate 2 students. Quiet
neighborhood.
$350 plus
electric. Call 234-5680.

Bucket of Spaghetti,
Garlic bread & Salad.
Feeds 4, or 2 REALLY hungry Rose students

Two or more, only $4.99 each
Offers apply to Rose Campus deliveries only

neighborhood. Clean, spacious. 1 1/2 baths, C/A. $850
So. 6th Street House
plus utilities. Close to campus.
Beautiful historic house in
Call 234-5680.

gorgeous So. 6th street location, 7 huge bedrooms, 3 1/2
baths, two kitchens, all appliances including dishwasher
and 2 washers and dryers,
owner does lawn care, available in August, wont last
long, 502 So. 6th Street,
$1500/month plus utilities
and deposit. 812-234-9800

$6.99 Spaghetti Special

$5.99 One Topping Large

Tutor needed for 11-year-old
son (5th grade). Needs help
in math, reading, and other.
6 Bedroom House
Please call Starla McDaniel at
Nice 6 bedroom house. Nice 812-466-9615.

3 Bedroom House

Try our new salads!
Grilled Chicken
Chef

See the Rose Thorn cast in the
immortal stone of cyberspace:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/Thorn

Sharp Flats
on 6th St.
Now renting for the
2004-2005 school year.
Studios and 1-6 bedroom
units available
for more information
call Sharp Flats, LLC
877-1146

Sharp Flats East

Located just East of Campus
You‛ll enjoy living in our affordable units
and walking to campus.
Efficiencies $300 including utilities
Studios
$350 including utilities
1 bedroom $400 + electricity
Free wireless internet included!
Office Hours Wed. By Appointment 877-1146
Licensed Real Esate Broker

Write for the Rose Thorn!
Come to a staff meeting on Wednesdays in Olin 157 for free pizza and to learn more.
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New biology and
biomedical engineering labs
Bridget Mayer
Staff Writer
The Applied Biology and Biomedical Engineering Departments will have their very own
labs next year in Myers Hall, a
move that has been greatly anticipated by both students and
faculty in those fields. Construction began last November is
nearly finished on the two second story labs; all that remains is
the installation of projectors and
screens. The two labs will share a
prep room, complete with large
sinks to accommodate dissections, and an autoclave. One will
serve as a Bioinstrumentation
laboratory and will have room
for thirty-two students, and the
other will house Physiology labs
and provide space for twentyfour students.
Currently, the biology labs and
several of the biomedical labs
are held in Olin 107. Though

the room is well equipped, the
students in these two growing
majors will need more space in
coming years and the department has been so cramped it
has been sharing labs with the
mechanical engineering department. In fact, tentative designs
are in place right now for an allAB/BE building located across
from BSB and connected to
Olin. It will house classrooms,
labs, and offices for this rapidly
growing major. This new building, however, is still waiting on
funding.
The faculty and staff of both
departments welcome the expansion and look forward to
having more room to work and
learn. Says lab technician Shannon Tieken, “I am very excited
that the classes will have much
more space for activities.” The
new laboratories are expected
to be finished by the end of next
week.

2004 Freshman Laptop Specs
The laptop committee has announced next year’s freshman
laptop. The class of 2008 will receive an HP Compaq Business
Notebook Nw8000. The computer will have the following specs:
128 MB VRAM
Intel Pentium M 1.7 GHz
10/100/1000 Gigabit NIC
802.11 a/b/g MiniPCI card
15-inch TFT UXGA WVA panel
60 GB Smart (7200 rpm) hard drive
1024 MB memory DDR
DVD +RW drive
DualPoint
56k v. 92 modem
Integrated Bluetooth.

Job search goes well
for seniors
John Kropf
Staff Writer
As spring quarter comes to
an end, many Rose-Hulman
seniors turn their attention to
prospects of employment. After
several years of sub-standard job
markets, students are having an
easier time finding jobs.
The Rose-Hulman Career Services Center exists to help students find employment during
their time at Rose. They collect
data on the number of seniors
who’ve found employment, and
the number of job offers seniors
have received. Career Services
collects information at the end
of every month regarding the
number of students who have
jobs, the number of students that
have been offered jobs, and the
number of students that are still
looking for jobs. At the end of
last month, career services had
recorded that approximately 72
% of the senior students had accepted job offers. This number is
several percentage points above
the figure for last year.
Career Services and Employer
Relations Director Kevin Hewerdine, said that the number of
companies asking for résumé’s
had increased dramatically in the
past few weeks. “The economy
is recovering from one of the
worst job markets since the early
1990’s” he said.
Mechanical Engineers, Civil
Engineers and Computer Science majors are having the easiest time finding jobs. Computer

Engineers and Electrical Engineers are receiving moderately
fewer job offers than ME, CE and
CS. The competitive market for
chemical engineers has been
limiting the number of chemical
engineers placed with jobs, but
Hewerdine mentioned that there
had been more inquiries within
the past few weeks, and that he
expected this to continue.
The data collected also indicates those students that have
chosen graduate school or military service.
Hewerdine also mentioned
that placement figures reported
for official consideration are conducted 6 months after students
graduate. Rose consistently has
close to a 98% placement rate.
He cautioned that students
still looking for jobs shouldn’t
be worried, and that the career
services center would continue
to work with students until they
had jobs.
The career services center collects data often so they can have
an accurate picture of the job
market for Rose students, and
the job market as a whole. They
also give these statistics to the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers 3 times a year.
This data helps employers to find
out what degrees students are
graduating with, how many of
them are searching for jobs, and
what the going salaries are. Hewerdine said students will remain
active with the Career Services
Center until they have accepted
a job.
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Students, Faculty to showcase musical
talents in Rose-Hulman’s
“Engineers in Concert”
Students, faculty and staff
from Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology will showcase a wide
range of musical talents in the
popular Engineers in Concert on
Saturday, April 24, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Hatfield Hall Theater. It is
free and open to the public.
Now in its 24th year, this concert will feature vocal, piano and
violin solos, vocal duets, special
songs for retiring Rose-Hulman
President Samuel Hulbert, and
songs by the Rose-Hulman Chorus and Concert Band.
Adelle Maynard, a sophomore
applied biology major from
Terre Haute performs during last
year’s Engineers in Concert program in Hatfield Hall Theater.
Student performers include
Adelle Maynard, a sophomore
applied biology major from
Terre Haute, singing Giacomo
Puccini’s “Si mi Chiamano
Mimi”; and a vocal duet of Sarah
McLaughlin’s beautiful “Angel”
by Dianna Artigue, a senior
chemical engineering major
from Terre Haute, and her sister, Erin, a sophomore at Terre
Haute North High School.
“’Engineers
in
Concert’
provides me with another opportunity to share my love for
music with other people. It
also gives me a chance to meet
other musicians on campus
who share a similar interest for
the arts,” states Maynard, who
has taken private voice lessons
from Indiana State University
Professor Peggy Balensuela. She
has performed in Rose-Hulman
Drama Club musical productions, earned the People’s Choice
Award for her vocal talent at the
2002 Miss Indiana Pageant and
earned 21 gold medals as a soloist at Indiana State School Music
Association vocal contests. Her
platform as the 2002 Miss Crossroads America was keeping music education as a part of public
schools.
“Participating in the arts only
enhances a person’s education.
In this way, students are exposed
to different cultures and have
the ability to learn information
that might not be taught in class,
therefore broadening their realm
as a cultured and well-rounded
college student,” Maynard said.
“I knew that Rose-Hulman
would provide me with not only
the best education possible, but
also the opportunity to continue
performing. I feel honored to
work with many of the people
involved in our productions and
shows. This just provides another example of how there actually
is a direct correlation between
math, science and music.”

Corelli’s “La Folia” by Bridget Revier, a senior chemical engineering major; and a vocal duet of the
Phillip Bliss/Horatio Spafford
song “It is Well With My Soul” by
Hannah Pauley, a senior electrical engineering major, and Lucas
McDonald, a freshman optical
engineering major.
The Rose-Hulman chorus,
directed by Jeffrey Bounsall, and
concert band, directed by Gary
Turner, will also perform.
Bill Foraker, assistant director
of development, and his son,
Will, a junior at Terre Haute
North, have written two songs,
Rose-Hulman
“The President’s Retiring Blues”
Sophomore Adelle Maynard
and “Rose-Hulman Grad” to
will be singing Ciacomo Puccihonor Hulbert. It will be perni’s “Si mi Chiamano Mini” in
formed by the Forakers; Marieda
the Engineers in Concert.
Mergele, a junior mechanical
engineering student; faculty
Dianna and Erin Artigue have member Richard Layton; John
performed in church and family Layton, a senior at Terre Haute
outings. Saturday’s performance South High School; and Terre
is a tribute to their father, distin- Haute North student Da Bologuished Rose-Hulman chemical gna.
engineering professor Ronald
Faculty performers include a
Artigue.
violin solo of Carl Bohm’s “In“Music is a big part of our troduction and Polonaise from
family . . . As a senior it will be ‘Arabesques,’ No. 12, by James
a year of several last things in Mayhew, assistant professor of
my young adult life. I wanted mechanical engineering.
my last performance to be with
Staff members featured in the
my sister,” stated Dianna, who concert will be Gwen Lee-Thomrecently performed in the drama as, director of assessment, perclub’s “Brigadoon” spring musi- forming the vocal solo “I Believe
cal. “The arts give students an I Can Fly” and Richard Mott, a
outlet for stress and a break from custodian, performing Kyla Rowthe rigors of equations and for- land’s “I Rose to Riches.” Libby
mulas. From the arts, students Richter, wife of Vice President of
can be more conscious of the Development and External Afgrowing diversity around them fairs Mark Richter, will perform
a piano solo of
and begin to
Schubert’s
understand
“Engineers in Concert” Franz
“Four Imprompother cultures.
tus, No. 1.” She
“It has been
provides me with
will also dedicate
a great experianother
opportunity
a special song to
ence working
Hulbert.
with everyone to share my love for
Providing
for the musimusic with other
piano accompacals,” Artigue
people.
niment for percontinued. “I
formances will
was pleasantly
be alumni Brett
surprised
at
Bobzien
and
the level of tal- --Adelle Maynard
Daniel Czuba;
ent among the
retired mechanstudents, faculty and staff. It is always nice ical engineering professor Malto interact with talented people lory North, and Bounsall.
Bradley Burchett, assistant
that share the same interests.”
Other student performers professor of mechanical engiwill be a piano solo of Sergei neering, has coordinated this
Rachmaninoff’s “Prelude in year’s concert. Bill Foraker will
C# Minor” by Allison Burkey, be master of ceremonies.
While the concert is free,
a senior electrical engineering
major a vocal solo of the Elton tickets are still needed for adJohn/Tim Rice song “I Know the mission to the theater. Seating
Truth” by Audra Curry, a senior is reserved for all guests. The
chemistry major; a piano solo of Hatfield Hall ticket office is open
George Winston’s “Variation on from 1-5 p.m. on Friday, April
Pachebel’s Canon” by Jongwon 23. Persons can also call (812)
Son, a freshman civil engineering 872-6261 to make ticket reservamajor; a violin solo of Arcangelo tions.

Open 7 days
a week.
4001 Wabash Avenue
Terre Haute, IN 47803

(812) 238-771
238-7711

Call
for
Call 238-7711
238-711 for
Appointment
Walk-Ins are Accepted

On-site x-ray and lab.

Medical Treatment for Minor Illnesses and Injuries.
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Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor
For those who opted not to
see “Kill Bill: Vol. 2” because
you thought that “Kill Bill: Vol.
1” was not a good movie: your
reasoning was nigh flawless.
“Kill Bill: Vol. 1” was not a
good movie by
any means. In
fact, “Kill Bill:
Vol. 1” was not
a movie by any
means, thus the
presence of the
“nigh” in the
past statement.
Had you realized that “Kill
Bill: Vol. 1” was not a movie, but
rather, was half a movie, you
should desire to see “Kill Bill,
Vol. 2,” the thrilling conclusion
to what Tarantino started
October 10, 2003.
At long last, we find what
happens with the Bride (Uma
Thurman) and her quest to seek
vengeance upon Bill (David
Carradine), who, with the aid
of the Deadly Viper Assassin
Squad (DiVAS), kill the entire
wedding party, as well as doing
a halfway decent killing attempt
of the Bride herself (whose
name we actually discover near
the end).
This movie contains more indepth character development
than the first part, as well as
an extended scene involving
the martial arts training of the
Bride, under the cruel hand
of Pai Mei (Chia Hui Liu, who
played Johnny Mo in “Vol. 1”).
The focus of this film was the
cleaning up of the last few of the
DiVAS (Budd, Elle and Bill), as
well as answering the question
of her daughter, as well as the
past relationship she had with
Bill.
Before entering the theater, I
was a bit daunted by the displayed
time of the film, approximating

ENTERTAINMENT

near two and a half hours, I was
thinking it might be slow and
dragging. I was wrong. Near the
end of the presentation, which
felt like only an hour, I glanced
at my watch to notice that there
were only about fifteen minutes
left in the film.
All in all, I loved this film.

appreciation for traditional
Hong Kong cinema (the kind
that provides all manner of
genres interspersed, to best
give those with not much
money to spread around the
most amount of entertainment
per monetary unit). The most
important prerequisite before
walking into the
theater to watch
“Kill Bill: Vol. 2”
is to have seen
“Kill Bill: Vol.
1” a somewhat
reasonable time
prior.
Though this
movie may not be for everyone,
it certainly was for a lot of
people, as “Vol. 2” is the current
box office top this week. $25.1
million can’t be that wrong a
gauge for determining a public
liking of a film.

Holy matrimony,
divine wrath
While leaving the theater, I had
a warm and fuzzy feeling within
me, as if I had seen a touching
heartfelt film, which “Kill Bill”
was in some respect. As well,
it was a comedy, an action, a
drama, a mystery and several
other things which are too
n

Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor
I know I’m excited: now I
can watch “Kill Bill: Vol. 1”
whenever I want, though I’m
waiting for the Ultra-Super
Edition of “Kill Bill” to come out
on DVD. According to sources,
Miramax will release multiple
editions of “Kill Bill.” The first,
“Vol. 1,” is available currently
in stores. In a few months,
“Kill Bill: Vol. 2” will come
out. Shortly thereafter, a dual
edition will come out, featuring
both movies, and perhaps
supplementary
material.
Further down the timeline, a
special edition for both will
come out, featuring deleted
scenes and other favorable

I

T h o u g h
am quite

The
Bride’s
training with
Ku n g - F u
master
Pai
Mei
(Chia
Hiu Liu) plays
out like old
cheesy kungfu flicks and is
hilarious. The

Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor

imdb.com

The first half on DVD

to
en
T
m
it
h

The future of

You’ve seen “Kill Bill,” and
now you want more! If you’ve
already seen “Reservoir Dogs,”
“Pulp Fiction,” or “Jackie Brown,”
you may be pleased to know
that Tarantino has announced
his fifth feature-length film,
“Inglorious Bastards,” a WWII
film. According to Tarantino
(from www.tarantino.info), “It
was ‘The Good the Bad and the
Ugly’ in Nazi-occupied France.”
It is scheduled to come out in
2005.
Uma Thurman can be seen
later on this year or next in the
sequel to “Get Shorty,” playing
the role of Edie Athens, costarring
with John Travolta. This film will
be yet another goofy mobster
movie.
David Carradine will play “Fred
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needs a Rock Star who lusts for a
Vampire Hunter” (sic).
One should definitely keep an
eye out for these films, especially
the Tarantino, as it’s to be an
epic WWII film, which all sorts
of people can enjoy, particularly
those who like Tarantino films
and those who like war films.
There are a lot of rumors floating
around as for other future
Tarantino films, but one should
be wary, as rumors are less
trustworthy than their sources,
generally.

Bob Schulein
Co-Editor-in-Chief
While Quentin Tarantino’s
“Kill Bill: Vol. 1” was an all out
balls to the wall action flick, its
continuation is a much slower,
in-depth character study. The
Bride (Uma Thurman) has
sliced through two
of her five attempted
murderers, and now it’s
time to get her revenge
and ultimately kill Bill
(David Carradine).
I
was
slightly
disappointed by this
film. While I enjoyed
the relationship between the
Bride and Bill and the backstory of Elle Driver (Daryl
Hannah), some of the story was
just plain silly, and the ending
was anti-climatic. After all the
great action of the first film,
I wanted to see a grand final
fight, but found the results
viscerally lacking.
There were a few scenes
that did play well, however.

urposefully left
rainy, Pai Mei
ntinually flips
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and the camera
s in constantly.
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d just right, had
t nerdy feel, and
o learn how the
ills.
with
returns
th memorable
Driver dictates
facts on deadly snakes written
in a notebook. Budd (Michael
Madsen), Bill’s younger brother,
moves slowly, chews tobacco,
and wears a ridiculous cowboy
hat he refuses to take off. Bill,
who only appeared as a voice in
the first film, gets a lot of screen
time here. David Carradine’s
craggy face and deep and

possibly one of Quentin
Tarantino’s biggest fans, I would
not recommend purchasing
this DVD unless you have an
abundance of money or are
quite possible a more hardcore
fan of Tarantino than I am. This
one is definitely worth a rental,
at the very least, in case you
missed out on “Vol. 1” when it
was in theaters. Also, renting
can be especially helpful if you
need a refresher as to how the
first part went before you go see
the second part, be it the first or
the nth time.
This may very well help
popularize the volume-based
film releasing, which may
irritate the impatient, but sate
those who can wait.

that clearly have very strong
feelings for each other, as seen
in their campfire discussion
before the Bride leaves to train
with Pai Mei.
I didn’t quite buy the reasons
behind the Bride leaving Bill
in the first place. Sure, from
a rational standpoint, I could
understand her motivations.
Unlike the rest of the movie, I
didn’t feel it. This came as such
a huge disappointment to me
and served as a stereotypical
plot device to get the action
started. We only see the Bride
training with Pai Mei before she
seeks revenge. If there was a
seed planted in her character to
have any sort of doubt to leave
Bill, I didn’t catch it.
Some stuff in the movie just
felt cheesy, like the “five finger
exploding heart death trick”
maneuver. I know that the 70’s
grindhouse action flicks this
film is based on have stuff like
this, but it seemed like too easy
of a way out when alongside the
rich characters. A similar thing
that bothered me in the first
film was the use of the “Hattori
Hanzo” sword. O-Ren Ishii was
amazed that the Bride was able
to get this sword, but mentions
nothing of all the men
she’s just killed. I don’t
buy it.
One thing I have to
applaud
Tarantino’s
past pictures on is that
like a fine wine, they
all get better with age.
Maybe the same is
true for “Kill Bill: Vol. 2.” There
are a lot of wild characters and
the movie may play out better
the next time I watch it. I’ll
still have the same nitpicks,
but hopefully the dialogue will
become wittier, the action more
effective, and the characters
more engaging.
Tarantino
hasn’t made a terrible film by
any means, I was just hoping
for more.

She left me
at the altar
raspy voice portrays a savage
confidence.
I feel like the amount of
screen time given to Bill is also
one of the film’s flaws. The first
film built him up as such a huge
presence, but when we learn so
much about him, it takes away
from his mystique. However,
the sexual tension between
Bill and the Bride is done very
well. These are two characters
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M-opolis: Chapter 5
Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor
&
Gregory Weir
Humor Editor
FICTION
Willian rotated his body as he
fell, ready to face his impending
doom. To some relief on his part,
what he saw was not pavement.
Rather, he faced a body of water.
This reservoir could potentially
be his salvation, but just the
same, he dreaded the impact,
recalling days of his youth, when
he attempted the nefarious
belly-flop in the lake behind his
tenement. He remembered the
sting, the pull of air from his
lungs. As the glistening body
of water stared back at him,
he reluctantly accepted the
impending impact.
The members of ESCRoW,
watching his plunge from atop
the building, heard a satisfying
splash as they approached the
ladder to descend the building.
While they approached the
street, they all laughed and joked
at the lousy fortune of that poor
sap. One passed around a flask
of grain alcohol, which added
further to the jovial laughter.
After the laughter died down
through the alleyways, Willian
grasped the edge of the reservoir,
pulling
himself
onto
dry
ground. He lay on the ground,
expectorating water and gasping
for air.
As soon as he regained his
breath, he reached into the
water, and retrieved his buoyant

briefcase. It was quite tattered,
battered, and worn out. Willian
clutched it to his chest as he took
a few quiet moments to slow his
heart rate. Finally, he sat up. The
silver light of the moon shone
down upon him.
This was a long day, he had to
admit. He decided to go home to
sleep this long day off. He brushed
a stray bit of aquatic debris from
his hair, and began his long trek
home. As he passed the night
owls doing their eventide tasks,
his haggard visage made them
scowl with concern.
He thought back on all the
events of the past few days.
Several times had threats been
made on his life. Before today, he
wasn’t even aware of the secret
organization who had their
hands on everyone’s shoulders.
He wasn’t aware that he would
eventually end up like those
crazy conspiracy theorist nuts.
He exhaled a cloud of breath. It
was beginning to get cold. He
was sopping wet. He visualized
himself with long hair and an
unkempt beard, maybe with
ragged clothing. He could see
himself perpetually running from
ominous men with tranquilizer
guns. Every day would be a
recurring battle for his life.
Quickly he dismissed the
notion. All he had to do was get
the documents he now carried to
the right people. It would be over
soon enough. If only he wasn’t so
tired.
Finally, he approached his
tenement, and climbed the long
stairway to the top. He could tell
his room from a distance, as the
door was now widened into a
large hole caused by a massive

explosion. He stumbled into his
abode, his vision blurry with
sleepiness. He yawned lightly.
Was that a figure standing in
front of him? His back was turned
to the door. Something glinted in
the man’s hand. Was that a knife?
Willian was too tired to care. He
tried not to disrupt the man. Not
thinking clearly in his exhaustion,
he quietly set his briefcase down
on the ground and made his way
to his bed.
The man noticed him walking
towards the bed. He shouted
and ran towards Willian. Willian
responded by lazily turning his
head to face the man. He blinked
his eyes. The man grabbed
Willian’s shoulder and plunged
the knife into his stomach. This
awakened Willian quickly. He
looked down at the blade sticking
from his stomach. The hand

connected to it was connected to
a wrist which bore a strange tattoo
resembling a bird with a snake in
its mouth. Willian coughed in
response to the knife wound.
He backed towards the door,
stumbling over the briefcase. He
fell backwards, to the floor. The
knife-wielder stood over him.
“Think you could make it this
far, Mister Newes? You seem to
have another think coming. While
I allow you this slight mercy,
allow me to introduce myself.
My name is Mr. Budgerigar, and
I shall be your executioner.” He
allowed Willian a moment more
to have his second think. He
glanced at his timepiece casually,
allowing his attention to stray
from Willian. He raised the knife,
ready to strike, with a stroke
running from right to left.
The blade came down, striking

the briefcase. Willian had
managed to wield the briefcase
as a defensive weapon.
“I’ve given it a second thought,”
he wheezed, the adrenaline
pumping through his body,
“and I’d rather not die today!”
He pushed Mr. Budgerigar
backwards, causing the man
to fall to the ground. Willian
raised the case into the air, and
bludgeoned Mr. Budgerigar,
causing him to cease moving
momentarily. With the chance
of escape, Willian made his move
and left his abode, clutching his
bloody wound as he staggered
into the street. The amber light of
the rising sun was visible on the
horizon, creeping over the tops of
the building.
TO BE CONTINUED!
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Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor
What do you get when you
mix guns, explosions and a
sense of justice? Simply stated,
you get “The Punisher,” the
latest Marvel Comics movie to
hit big screens. It’s directed by
Jonathan Hensleigh, and stars
Thomas Jane as Frank Castle,
The Punisher, and John Travolta
as Black Market Mogul Howard
Saint. The movie is distributed
by Lion’s Gate Films, which may
not be the primary distributor
of blockbuster films, though
LGF is notorious for distributing
independent
films,
which
feature a passion not found in
the typical Hollywood film.
“The Punisher” may very well
contain this passion, but still
holds its weight when it comes
to explosions and gun battles.
For a non-mainstream produced
film, I must say that the special
effects were still pretty top
notch, which I suppose is easier
to accomplish in a film devoid of
CG-rendered superheroes.
The film tells the story of

Frank Castle, retired police
officer, who gets on the bad side
of a big time gangster (Saint) for
causing the death of his son. In
retaliation, Saint sends his men
to kill Castle’s entire family.
Castle is left for dead, but is
not quite dead. He treats the
rest of his life as a second shot.
For the death of his family,
he will extract the lives of
the Saint family and friends.
He’s not seeking revenge. He’s
punishing.
The
inner-workings
of
this film are phenomenal,
showing cause and effect with
a beautiful flowing prowess. The
development of the characters
is done well, showing a dynamic
nature of characters, either
becoming better people or
being eventually punished by
the protagonist.
“The Punisher” is one of the
better Marvel Comics-based
movies I have seen in a while,
being far better than “The Hulk.”
If you’ve already seen “Kill Bill,”
I suggest going to see “The
Punisher.” You may very well
enjoy it as much as I did.

Remember to
recycle your pizza
boxes. Every day
is Earth Day.
Extra Large
One-Topping

999

Campus Only

Limited Delivery Area - Coupon Required
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE
AVAILABLE Expires: 5/28/04. Not valid
with any other offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable
sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

1234 WABASH AVE.
Store Hours...
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am

232-PAPA

One Large
One-Topping
ONLY

“The Punisher” is
wonderfully explosive

799

Campus Only

Limited Delivery Area - Coupon Required
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE
AVAILABLE Expires: 5/28/04. Not valid
with any other offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable
sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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These proposals are not decent

A Canadian friend of mine
told me that he was bitter that
because of studying for exams
he missed his favorite spring
holiday: the day that sweaters,
jackets and jeans give way to be
replaced by T-shirts, no jackets,
shorts or skirts. If it is not clear
why this would be considered
a holiday, think of who might
wear the last word in the
previous sentence. That holiday
takes place on different days in
different places, and it took place
here this weekend.
This is my concession that
I enjoyed the weather here:
this weekend the weather was
good. It was especially nice
after the previous weekend was
gloomy and unfortunate. That
rough weather did not make the
transition from Spring Break
to not-Spring Break very easy,
but spending time outside on
Saturday and Sunday was quite
enjoyable.
The nicer weather lets me wear

shorts and a T-shirt, which is the
apparel of choice in my native
habitat, and flip-flops, which are
the shoes that are closest to not
being shoes. I believe my distaste
for shoes has been previously
established.
Considering how much nicer
the weather is, I think I am going
to write about something I saw
on television. As you may have
heard, during the Super Bowl
halftime show, Janet Jackson
had “accidentally” shown her
right boob to a record-setting
TV audience.
As a result,
there has been
an
increase
in intensity of
discussion and
enforcement of
FCC decency
rules.
The
most
notable result
is Howard Stern
being fined by
the FCC and
getting the boot
from a number
of Clear Channel carriers for
airing an interview with the
guy in the Paris Hilton sex tape.
There is a nearly infinite number
of jokes to be made here, but
chances are, someone will be
upset by the one I choose and I
am not out to pick fights today.
Maybe next time.

You may be thinking, “So what?
The funniest thing about Howard
Stern is his hair,” and while that
may be true, I think that the
action to fine him for something
he has been doing pretty much
everyday since he has been on
the air is a wrong move.
Every other newspaper in the
country is using the example
of Bono dropping an F-bomb
at the Golden Globes as a
counterexample: he was only
recently charged with indecency
after a year due to this increased
attention on the
airwaves.
Had
Janet’s
breast
not appeared at
halftime during
the Super Bowl,
nobody
would
be talking about
Bono these days,
except for his
membership in
U2. Maybe.
As the public
becomes
more
aware of this
issue, and as
more people get added to the list
of the FCC’s targets, Congress is
trying to decide if the legal tools
in place are enough to ensure
decency over the airwaves.
There is debate about upping
the fines that violators will
have to pay, which will actually
be seriously in opposition to

It would seem
excessive to
close down a
station because
they forgot to
bleep out a word
in Pearl Jam’s
“Jeremy.”

the public’s interest.
Increasing fines will not
discourage
indecent
behavior any more than
the current fines do;
the larger companies
can afford whatever the
fines would be. Smaller
radio stations would
not. A single fine for an
accidental slip would
surely take WMHD off
the air. It would seem
excessive to close down
a station because they
forgot to bleep out a
word in Pearl Jam’s
“Jeremy.”
There is also debate
to expand the FCC’s
powers to be able
to enforce its rules
on cable and pay
channels, which it is
presently unable to do. This
would be unfortunate, because
the public does not own cable
lines or satellites; those typically
belong to the corporations that
put them in place. It would be
like legislating what you could
write on a personal webpage.
I have written before on
FCC
regulation
of
media
conglomerates.
Radio and
television stations that broadcast
over the airwaves are using
public property. The airwaves
over the United States are owned
by the American people and

www.tradejustice.org.uk

they are regulated by the FCC.
Increasing the fines would just
thin the field of independent
radio stations.
All of these things, increased
enforcement,
expanded
regulatory powers, and increased
fines have potential to be
disastrous. It is unfortunate that
it is necessrary to argue against
the enforcement of decency
to ensure that we will not lose
some of our sacred freedoms.
But with the weather improving,
you always have the option to go
outside instead.

Letter to the Editor:

Letter to the Editor:

Diversity in campus organizations

Answering common misconceptions about Unity

To the Thorn Editors:
At last Tuesday evening’s
Student Government Association
meeting, the Mac Users Special
Interest Group applied for
probationary status as a RoseHulman Student Club.
This
group’s purpose is to provide
support and resources for
students, faculty, and staff at
Rose-Hulman who, despite the
pervasiveness of the Compaq
laptop and the Microsoft OS,
persist in using Macs. During the
discussion among the senators,
one woman pointed out that
while she herself is not a Mac
user, she thinks we should as a
community be tolerant of other
operating systems. Shouldn’t we,
she said, encourage diversity?
Later on in the same meeting,
a
representative
presented
arguments for promoting Unity
from probationary status to club
standing. This group’s purpose is
to provide support and resources
for students, faculty, and staff
at Rose-Hulman who wish to
promote diversity within our
community.
Unfortunately it
seemed far easier for senators to
support tolerance when it comes
to operating systems. The vote
on Unity was tabled.
As the debate continues,
perhaps we can use the analogy of
the Mac Users Club, the Drumline
Club, and the Car Audio Club (all
recently formed clubs) in order
to clarify our thinking regarding
Unity. I know I will never use
a Mac, bang a drum, or install

an equalizer in my car. But my
own lack of interest does not put
me in the position to determine
that no other group of people, no
matter how large or small, should
be excluded from club status in
order to pursue that interest. You
may believe that you will never
want to promote tolerance and
diversity within the Rose-Hulman
community. You are certain that
you will never attend a Unity
meeting or participate in one of
the group’s events. But your own
lack of interest does not, I would
argue, put you in the position
to decide that no other person
should have the opportunity to
pursue such an interest with SGA
support.
Finally, we should recognize
that a special interest group
is formed to represent the
interests of a minority, not a
majority, group. The Car Audio
Club should not be (and has not
been) required to collect 200
signatures in order to legitimize
its existence. The Drumline Club
should still gain full club status
even if members in a particular
campus constituency object to
the noise. The Mac Users Club
may pursue activities that nonMac Users deem as silly, but in
the end, that shouldn’t matter.
If we can tolerate diversity of
opinions and interests in these
realms, can’t we also do so for
Unity?
Julia Williams
Associate Professor of English

Last week, a letter to the editor was mistakenly attributed to be speaking for the Gun
Club. That letter was only the opinion of the
author and not reflective of the opinions of the
Gun Club organization. The Opinions Editor
apologizes for the error.

Unity just sits around and
talks, they don’t do anything.
Unity runs both periodic
events and weekly meetings.
Periodic events include movie
nights,
dances,
speakers,
awareness
programs,
conferences, and film festival
trips. Weekly meetings are
broken into 2 parts. First, there
is a business meeting. Just as
RHA business meetings aren’t
events in and of themselves,
the business portion of a Unity
meeting is not an “event.” The
second half of a meeting is
dedicated to discussing current
issues related to diversity and
intolerance, and all opinions
are welcome.
Unity is an exclusive club
because not everyone feels
welcome.
Unity is no more exclusive
than any other club on ampus.
Everyone is welcome to come
to events, everyone is welcome
to participate in discussions.
If people have no interest in
discussing or learning about
diversity and tolerance elated
topics in an open setting, then it
is them choosing not to partake
in Unity events, not Unity
restricting them. Similarly, if
people are scared of water and
do not want to go near a pool,
they would choose not to join
Scuba Club, but Scuba Club
would not actively exclude
them.
Unity
encourages
homosexuality.
Unity as a club encourages
people to learn about the
issues related to GLBTQ
individuals in society, and to
respect people because they
are people, regardless of their
beliefs. It does not, as a club,
take a stance on the morality
of homosexuality, as that is a
personal opinion. Unity is open

to all opinions.
Unity has no purpose.
Unity’s mission statement
from its constitution says: Our
goal is twofold; to provide a
place where individuals can
be themselves without fear
of prejudice or hate, and to
promote an environment on
campus and throughout our
community that is welcoming
to all people.
Many people are not aware of
the intolerance, and so one way
the club combats intolerance is
through awareness programs.
Another way the club tries to
eliminate intolerance is through
education. On a smaller level,
during the discussions in the
meetings, opposing viewpoints
are brought up and members
have
rational
discussions.
Frequently members disagree
with one another. This is part
of the charm of learning about
different viewpoints. You can’t
learn about other opinions
if they don’t exist, and they
certainly are present at Unity
meetings. If Unity doesn’t run
these programs, there is a good
chance that nobody will.
Isn’t there already a Diversity
Club?
No. Perhaps this refers to
the Diversity Council, a select
group of staff and students
who bring diversity programs to
Rose. They are not a club, nor a
student organization.
There aren’t enough people yet
to support Unity.
Unity has a regular weekly
attendance
of
about
20
members. Many other clubs
have much lower ttendnce.
Additionally, not everyone
who support Unity comes to
meetings or is vocal. There
have been some very negative
repercussions even for straight
supporters of Unity. When

people are scared to speak out,
their voices are suppressed.
Just as in Iraq, where people
voted for Saddam over and over
again, it was not because they
believed in him, but because
they were scared.
Unity
members
and
supporters tend to be more
than willing to have open
discussions about diversityrelated topics with people of all
viewpoints, however, they don’t
want to be the target of bigoted
actions. This includes nasty
comments written on their
property, being name-called,
and targeted for humiliation.
Whether or not the general
Rose populace realizes it or
not, these have been some of
the very real, albeit unfortunate
consequences of being a Unity
member. While many members
have not experienced any of
this, a few have.
These scare tactics do work
on some people who would
like to vocally support Unity.
There do not seem to be
consequences quite like these
for people who are opposed
to Unity. There is significantly
more support for Unity than
people are vocalizing, and it
is probable that there is not
significantly more opposition
than people are vocalizing.
So many people oppose Unity
for the reasons above. These
are common misconceptions.
Perhaps if people better
understood what Unity is about
they would feel differently.
Perhaps not. The best way to
figure out what Unity is all
about is to go to at least one of
their meetings or events and
see for yourself.
Sara Page Podolsky
ECE Department
Class of 2005
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Edited by Josh Annin

Rose-Hulman spring sports teams travel to
Atlanta for Spring Sports Festival
Andrew Twarek
Staff Writer
The Engineer sports teams are
having an outstanding season this
spring. It is time for their hard
work to pay off. Teams from the
entire Southern Collegiate Athletic
Conference converge on Atlanta,
Georgia, this weekend: Oglethorpe
University is hosting the SCAC
Spring Sports Festival for 2004.
The Festival features events from
eight different sports, with the top
teams from the whole conference
competing. Most of the activity
is on Friday and Saturday, with
championship games, matches,
and rounds held on Sunday.
The baseball team has earned a
national ranking with a record 31
wins this season. They took first
place in the SCAC Eastern Division
with a 15-1 conference record.
Senior Cort Severns just broke the
all-time hit record with his 177th.
He is hitting .369 on the season, but
leads the team with a .492 average
over conference opponents and

has five stolen bases. Scott
team with a .459 average, .716
Tourville holds team leads in
slugging, and three triples, as well
batting average (.448), doubles
as 22 hit-by-pitches. Amanda
(16), home runs (6), and RBIs
Bower is hitting .403 and tops the
(48). All nine starters are hitting
team in RBIs with 39 and fielding
over .300.
percentage at .990. Clark tied
Other highlights for the team
single-season and career records
include Jimmy Goebel’s .991
with her fourth home run in the
fielding percentage at first base,
SMWC game and has a 2.26 ERA,
Matt Salisbury’s .385 batting
with 97 strikeouts in her 12-win
average with three home runs
season.
and 14 doubles, and Drew
Rose-Hulman’s tennis teams
Furry’s .370 average with a .450
are having a tougher season.
Photo Courtesy Rose-Hulman
mark against SCAC teams.
The ladies began their season
On the mound for the Senior Lynsey Hart is leading the softin Florida, playing a number
ball team with a .459 batting average.
Engineers, Nathan Soyer has
of Div. II (scholarship) teams.
a 6-1 record with a 2.65 ERA,
Jennifer Porter leads them with
“2-and” team is the result of hard
while five other pitchers have at work from the whole squad. Their six singles victories this season,
least three wins. The depth of the 8-4 SCAC East record puts them on and Rachel Logan, Megan Lafferty,
bull pen has earned wins for eleven top of the division, and an overall and Krista Gonnerman each have
different players. The baseball .556 record is second in the entire five wins. The team of Lafferty and
team is currently ranked No. 21 conference.
A highlight of the Gonnerman tops the doubles pairs
in Div. III, and coach Jeff Jenkins season came in a two-game sweep with four victories.
recently picked up his 300th career of cross-town rival St. Mary-of-theThe men’s team has been
Woods, where Lauren Clark hit hovering around .500 all season,
win.
The softball team is enjoying a game-ending grand slam, and after going 3-1 to start the season.
its second best season in school Janae Chaney turned a triple play Alex Hayes has earned a 14-10
record at No. 5 and 6 singles to
history with 20 wins so far. This with Laura Telezyn.
huge turnaround from last year’s
Senior Lynsey Hart is leading the lead the team. Junior Dan Conley

BASEBALL (31-4, 15-1 SCAC)
Rose-Hulman 6, Wabash College 3 – Senior Cort
Severns hit his 175th, 176th, and all-time record 177th
career hit in the Engineers’ victory over Wabash College
Tuesday night. Freshman Matt Salisbury picked up his
fourth save of the season, putting him second on the
career list. Severns and junior Scott Tourville led the
team with three hits, and Tourville was shy of the cycle
by only a triple—he hit a leadoff homer in the fifth
inning—and had three RBIs.
Rose-Hulman Sweeps Oglethorpe, Tops SCAC
Eastern Division—The Engineers took 13-3 and 132 wins Friday and Saturday night, before closing the
series with 8-1 and 16-1 wins Sunday afternoon. Drew
Furry, Adam Windmiller, and Tourville had three hits
each in the series opener, while the team unleashed
18. Senior Mike Trantor threw the complete game,
allowing just four hits. On Saturday night, Nathan
Soyer struck out eight batters and only let one run
across in the complete game. Severns was 4-4 at bat,
and Jimmy Goebel, Tim Braun, and Salisbury went 3-3.
In the Sunday doubleheader, Josh Hogan pitched a
complete game, and Tourville and Salisbury hit backto-back home runs in the fifth inning of the opener.
Freshman Matt Pepelea hit a home run and stole a
base in the nightcap.
ATHLETES OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
Baseball:
Matt Salisbury, a freshman, has made significant
contributions to the team on both sides of the ball. He
is tied for second on the team with three home runs,
and is batting .385 with an on base percentage of .504.
He also tied a season record with four saves on the
mound, has earned one win, and has not allowed a run
in 12 innings of work.
Softball:
Sarah Bireley has been key in producing victories
for the softball team. She is batting .357 with runners
in scoring position and .625 with runners on 3rd and
less than two out. She leads the team by advancing 26
runners with an out (the nearest batter has 10) on 14
sacrifices. Sarah has the fewest strike-outs (3) on the
squad, and has not struck out looking.
Track:
Ryan Schipper cleared a 15’ 2¼” pole vault to earn a
provisional bid to the NCAA Div. III Championships as
a freshman. He only needs five more inches to top the
seventh place 15’ 7” that his brother Andrew cleared as
a senior at the Championships last year.
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stands with a 9-5 mark, and Joe
Rottman has compiled a 9-7 record.
At doubles, Conley and Matt Jensen
have won seven matches, and three
teams have four, including Rottman
and Mike Bergfield’s 4-0 record.
Both squads enter the Southern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
tournament with matches Friday
morning to enter the field of eight
teams. A win in their first match
would guarantee three more
matchups over the weekend.
The Engineer Men’s Golf team
has been working hard again this
year. They have played in five
tournaments and a dual match
against Sewanee, who finished
third in the league last season.
Sophomore Cory Wright leads the
team with an 84.3 stroke average,
with Daniel Williams one stroke
behind. Junior Brad O’Dell (87.7)
and freshman Ryan Robinson
(89.1) also have a sub-90 average
for Rose-Hulman. The Engineer
golfers look to improve on last
year’s 8th place finish in the
SCAC Tournament.

TENNIS
Men (10-11): Rose-Hulman 7, Grand Rapids 2;
Illinois Wesleyan 6, Rose-Hulman 1—The Engineer
men’s team defeated Grand Rapids for the second time
this year Friday night. Their margin of victory was only
5-4 when the teams met in Altamonte, Florida in early
May. The Engineers’ only singles loss was in the No. 4
spot, but Matt Jenson and Alex Hayes dropped the first
set before coming back in three. Joe Rottman and Mike
Bergfield made convincing showings, losing only four
games each in their wins. Bergfield combined with
Cam Bagley, the No. 2 Singles winner, to take the No.
2 Doubles match.
Rose-Hulman was defeated by Illinois Wesleyan
Sunday afternoon. Hayes picked up the lone Engineer
victory with a 6-1, 6-0 score at No. 6 singles.
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Senior Cort Severns broke the all time career hits
record with 177 in four years.

SOFTBALL (20-16, 8-4 SCAC)
Rose-Hulman Defeats DePauw 3-1 in Series,
Claim SCAC Eastern Division Title—The Engineers
earned their 20th win over DePauw last weekend,
winning a doubleheader 8-4 and 15-1 on Thursday,
and then splitting a 4-0 win and a 6-7 loss Friday. In
the Thursday games, pitcher Lauren Clark earned
one win and led the team hitting .667, with a double
and three RBIs. Janae Chaney and Amanda Bower
both added four hits on the afternoon; Bower with
a pair of doubles. Lynsey Hart hit a two-run triple in
the first game and batted in two more in the second
game. Jennifer Shafer won the second game, striking
out three and not allowing DePauw an earned run.
On Friday, Clark picked up both the win and
the loss. Bower hit 4-7, with a pair of doubles and
six RBIs. Sarah Bireley, Nicole Sanders, and Clark
chipped in with two hits on the doubleheader, and
Chaney had three. The Engineers led the second
game 6-5 in the sixth, but DePauw was able to score
in their last half-inning to take the game away.

Women (2-18):
Engineers drop matches to
Carthage, Wheaton, and Lake Land – Nationally
ranked Carthage and Wheaton won 9-0 decisions over
the Engineers last Friday and Saturday. Against Lake
Land Wednesday evening, sophomore Megan Lafferty
won at No. 1 Singles and combined with junior Krista
Gonnerman to take the No. 1 Doubles victory. Rachel
Logan and senior Rachel Rieck earned a Rose-Hulman
victory at the No. 3 Doubles spot in the 3-6 team loss.
GOLF
Rose-Hulman Finishes 15th of 20 at Millikin
Invitational—The Engineer golf team traveled
to Millikin last weekend for a two-day, 36-hole
tournament. The team placed 15 out of 20 and were
just eight strokes out of the top ten. Sophomore Cory
Wright placed 18 individually in a field of 116 golfers.
He shot a 79 on Friday, and a team-low round of 75 on
Saturday. Freshman Daniel Williams also broke the
top 50, placing 47th with a 161-stroke score. Fellow
freshmen Ryan Robinson and Anthony Sloan tied with
165 strokes for 79th place overall.
TRACK AND FIELD
Schipper Highlights Engineer Effort at Millikin—
Ryan Schipper took second place in the pole vault
(15’ 2¼”) and ninth in the long jump (20’ 8½”) to lead
the Engineers Saturday afternoon. His pole vault was
good enough for a NCAA Nationals provisional mark.
Also placing in the field events, B.J. Esarey made a 5’
8¾” high jump for ninth.
Three ladies placed for Rose-Hulman. Freshmen
Ashley Bernal took sixth in the 400-meters (1:00.52)
and Amanda Hecker took another sixth in the 800meters run (2:31.85). Sophomore Paula Ditteon ran
an 18.12 second 100-meter hurdles for a ninth-place
finish.
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“Clifford:”

Wacky Prof Quotes

Collie... or Commie?
In 1962, Norman Bridwell created his very
popular character, Clifford the Big Red Dog.
Friendly and furry, Clifford is known by children
nationwide, and stars in an animated film
premiering today; but does his warm, red exterior
hide an insidious, Red interior?
At the height of the Cold War, Bridwell, a
previously unknown character, suddenly
appeared on the publishing scene with his book,
“Clifford, the Big Red Dog.” The book was about
a large mixed-breed canine who was bright red in
color and advocated sharing and brotherhood.
Is this character just an innocent children’s
amusement? Or was he created in an
underhanded attempt to convert our nation’s
children to dietyless, “Red” Communism? As
Clifford’s influence grows through a television
show on the traditionally liberal PBS network and
a movie snuck into a limited release in theaters,
we must be sure to safeguard our children.
Bridwell could not be reached for comment.

Herbig’s Pun of the Week
Banging together brass plates in an
orchestra is not as cymbal as it looks.

Friday, April 23, 2004

“As you might guess from the name, the Laplace transform was invented by
Lagrange.”
--Prof. Leader, on naming conventions
“So let’s say that A is one... and let’s say I have a pen that works.”
--Prof. Laflen, giving necessary initial conditions
“On Valentine’s day, men give women chocolate. And it’s always fun to see what
women do with it.”
--Prof. Clark, on uses for chocolates
“We gotta bring out the big guns... we’re going purple!”
--Prof. Laflen, on the mightiest pen of all
“The ‘80s kinda came along and I’m not sure what happened.”
--Prof. Berry, who was obviously actually there
“A Twinkie is a complex organic molecule.”
--Prof. Robinson, on inert organic materials
“Hit each other and we’ll watch.”
--Prof. Throne, to two mistaken students
“It rotates! It vibrates! It’s fun to play with... what more could you want?”
--Prof. Bunch, on an “optical” “device”
Send your prof quotes or other humor material to flipside@rose-hulman.edu

Top Ten Actual Responses To the Thorn Survey
Are there things you enjoy that you would like to see kept the same?
10. “...that Harktemeyer girl.”
What types of ads would you like to see?
?
9. “Not porn or casino pop-ups.”
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7. “It is a good thickness, good to kill flies with.”
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What would you like to know about Dr. Hulbert?
flipsi more info
for
6. “How did he become so bad-ass?”
What new content would you like to see?
5. “There should be a Bremmer page, because he’s funny.
Would you like to work for the Thorn?
4. “No, psycho.”
Do you feel the Thorn is biased toward any groups on campus?
3. “Damn liberal media.”
Are there regular things in the paper that irritate you that you would like changed?
2. “Conservative Christian slant!”
1. “Hertz jokes... seriously...”
This Day in History
Shakespeare was born on
this day in 1564. Sure, he
was an accomplished poet
and playwright, but could
he throw a damn football?
Didn’t think so.
In Addition
This is the 23rd issue of
the Thorn, on April 23rd...
COINCIDENCE?
I think
not. See: Adam Weishaupt,
“Fnord,” Bavarian Illuminati.
The Little Line o’ Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
It doesn’t represent anybody’s opinions, I hope. If you’re offended, rub a monkey’s tummy with your head. All material is copyright of its respective owner. And Cthulhu’s an elder god, not an alien.

